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Bret Zeller(06-06-1991)
 
Iam Bret iam 18 turning 19 soon my motivation to write comes with in my heart
of thoughts after everything iv been through in my life is wat gives me ideas on
wat to write about and i thank everyone thats in fluenced me in that
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Defrosted Fellings
 
Shorty is like a melody in my head but girl your the beat in my heart your what
makes the day spin faster then the world around me my eyes close and all I see
is the pressure of my heart pounding the cracks frozen like the cold heart I used
to have for such time in the lonely cold world 12/14/09 by Bret Zeller
 
Bret Zeller
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Disruptive Rhymes
 
hey what up I just want to tell you that I made it I got the melody out of my
head your no longer on replay your not just a nanana anymore your just another
name on the playlist like the songs that i play every once in awhile I found the
beat to my own rhymes I don’t have to still play the same old one i used to so
pass me the mike and ill show everyone who the real playa is on this stage called
life By Bret Zeller 12/15/09
 
Bret Zeller
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Life Is A Chace Of Time
 
life is about chance of a life time and when u get that chance of a life time u have
to give it everything u have and hold nothing back no regrets and if u feel ur self
to slip alittle then take the lord in to ur hands and have faith its wat dreams are
made from its there own secret recipe faith is wat u have to have in order to
make dreams come reality its all u need to get wat u want mixed in with a little
love and the number one thing is never regret anything because life is wat it is
and everything happens for a reason..
 
Bret Zeller
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My Confessions Upside Down
 
These are my confessions just when I thought my life was upside down I turn
around and u take me to new heights of this atmosphere the higher u take me I
don’t think I can breath so this is the time I bring out the truth. this is by far not
the easiest thing to tell u but baby this is me saying iv fallen through your arms
and hit the ground pick me up and dust me off like I did my heart when u hurt
me the first time I’m not sure how much more of this I can take. I will love you
even when you leave me out alone and you walk away likes it no big deal. It’s
hard to keep fighting for this lost cause but baby you make every cut and bruise
worth it.12/14/09 poetry by Bret Zeller
 
Bret Zeller
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Og Life
 
Im having fun but i aint playing today, im slaying bodies to stay when im
popping nolies to tre, when im pumping rounds of AK, into u fagits all day, you
think your crazy lets face it shit basically you aint shit pull out my 16 and spray
you with the extened clip, cuz with my ak47 you wont go to heaven you'll go to
hell then they'll put me in a 5 by 7 jail cell
 
Bret Zeller
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The Angel With The Red Rose
 
so i meet u and if fallen to the ground you have truley shown me ur wings of
beauty i dont look for what u look like i look for the way your heart and soul look
in my eyes and baby all i can say is ur my fallen angel and i cant do nothing but
wanna keep you next to me your the best thing thats happend tome lately and
your my only way to heaven and im taking all my chances to be with you and so
im going to do what ever i have to and what ever it takes to make you happy as
long as im apart of your life and of mine i will do wat it takes to protect my angel
of love she is my happiness and my freedom of heart breaks so all i have to say
is you have me in your hands you finaly have your red rose..4 as long as im
breathing..
 
Bret Zeller
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The Creater
 
life is all about creating opertunerties when u get a chance of a life time take it
run with it dont second guess because it might only come once so the best thing
u can do is dont distroy a perfectly great opertunertie and make it the best time
of ur life even if its not long and only a second but its hard whenu didnt even get
a chance to make that dream come true……!
 
Bret Zeller
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The Red Rose
 
life is like a rose and for every pedal i lose i gain another and so far iv lost all of
them and iv turned to a black one and for every smile u take from me the
brighter i become and the more life i gain and soon enough ull have me back to a
beautiful red rose in the palm of ur hand
 
Bret Zeller
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The Show Room Of Love
 
I site her think what is love what is the word mean as I close my eyes I search
my memories and they flash like a movie and her is the movie I see when I think
of love. love is a feeling a meaning like the word hate the sky is beautiful in the
night sky with the stares so high so far like the person we look and seek there is
only one word and one meaning for it there’s one word for love and one meaning
it is heartbreak because that’s all it turns out to be in the end when on goes the
other suffers with mourn or with disappointment but not all is bad there’s great
disappointment’s people just look to close to find love when they haven’t even
tested the new car they see it and want it right then and there u have to c how it
drives u don’t want it and two weeks latter it falls apart test it before test the
world around u. find more look around and check the diff cars around u so I’m
saying don’t fall to soon in life walk the road float the sea travel and look around
u don’t close shop to early stay open there’s always someone around better and
willing to over big for something u have. (You’re heart)  someone is out there for
everyone people give up and stop when they haven’t checked all the cars in the
lot. That is the meaning and feeling of  Bret Zeller 01/06/10
 
Bret Zeller
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The Single Drop Of Love
 
you have a smile that could make my night brighter then the day is day the eyes
that color my world with beauty and the heart of that could heat my winter up
with kindness and the personality that comes from the clouds above and the
body as a beautiful rose. By Bret Zeller 12/18/09
 
Bret Zeller
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You Make Me Smile
 
you make me smile u make me cry but most of all my agel of love u make feel
the things iv never felt before and its because ur amazing please dont cry over
me and please dont be sorry life is the way it is everything happens for a reason
 
Bret Zeller
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